To the BLC Lacrosse Family:
Well, Good News....
We got the uniforms and swag in.

We are dressed up and now we need a place to go!!!
Well, Now, the Bad News….
We started and suspended ….and will start again as soon as we can…
The Trending Data upon this writing is in an upward direction that
we did not anticipate and one we could not ignore or wish away. We
continue to be committed to the safety of our children and community in
this time of Covid-19 Pandemic. After a meeting with Park
management, we agreed to suspend until the curve can be flattened. The
health data, no matter from what point you view it, is not at a point that
we had hoped for and now we are faced going BACK to school. We are
all tired of this feeling of Covid-19 isolation and paralysis and we get it.
We are also aware that our broader youth sports community members
have ignored the guidelines and returned to full field/court team
practices. Unfortunately traveling to tournaments, conducting close
contact large group activities at local parks and even dealing with Health
Department fines, we now have a Covid-19 family member death after
an out of state tournament. We will proceed only as safe.

The State of Florida is at Stage 2, Small Groups Only. BLC
Lacrosse is guided by US Lacrosse Guidelines, City Municipal Parks
and Commissions Regulations and the Public Education System. We
recognize the confusion in the politicization of the Pandemic and how
young people feel invincible in general. We as educators will proceed in
accordance with the science of prevention as the virus does not
recognize county boundaries, political beliefs or neighborhoods.
As Policy, if through social media or otherwise, individual
members are identified as participating in behavior raising risk not only
to themselves but more importantly spreading it to teammates, these
members will be prohibited from practice when we return.
We look forward to returning to the field when the Data and
Governance allows safe operation and we ask that parents keep their
children from participating in activities that will bring them in contact
with Positive Cases, known and unknown in social events.
We will continue to communicate through Sports Engine registered
members. We are pursuing the organization of small group practices as
the school year begins.
The 3 C’s to Avoid

What we’re seeing in Florida is really rapid transmission in that 18
to 34 group, and you’re seeing a lot of cases come up, and granted they
weren’t being tested at this level a couple months ago, but I also think
they’re testing positive at a higher, higher rate,” DeSantis said. “So
clearly you have a lot of spread there.” 8/2020

